Linkage Newsletter 24.3.20

Sunday services

There was much positive feedback about Harry Mowbray's service last Sunday and it is the intention to
continue such broadcasts every week. Whether we will be able to do so in exactly the same video format is
more problematic in the light of the recent Governments' pronouncements, but at the least we should be
able to put out an audio recording without compromising anyone's safety. We will know by the end of the
week ,which is likely to be our next communication.

Communication

The latest restrictions do not preclude individuals from a daily 'constitutional' walk. Whether we can
distribute paper copies with quite the coverage that we had before is again more difficult to assess but we
hope to continue to distribute as many paper copies as we can within the constraints that are being placed
on people just now.

Community Larder

Angela Hanvey is to be congratulated on pulling together so many different strands in order to have this
important service up and running today (Tuesday). Whether it is able to continue opening is being
investigated but the churches remain positive about the support for what will be a needed facility for those
most in need at this time. It is opening today between 1.00pm and 2.30pm and the pattern thereafter is
being open Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday between 11.00am and 12.30pm. The location is the
Breathe Centre by the traffic lights and if you know of families or individuals to whom distribution of
(free) food is particularly appropriate at this time please let them know. This is a churches and community
partnership supported by the Cooperative amongst other organisations and further information will be
provided in due course.

Community Connected

An idea that is being actively pursued just now is to set up a church/community 'magazine' with a wide
range of contributors to what is intended to be something that can encourage people's creative input to.
Further information will again be forthcoming once things have hopefully progressed.

Please keep safe everyone.
Harry Mowbray ( Interim Moderator), Angus Macdonald, Peter Hobbs, Andrew Calder, Andrew Todd and
Judy Ewer

